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Cover
The latest perennial wheat from breeding winter durum wheat, an annual, with intermediate wheatgrass, a perennial. Whole plots of these plants survived both last summer and this winter, a first at The Land Institute. Wheat
researcher Shuwen Wang continues to search for the complex genetics behind whether and how wheat regrows to
make a perennial grain crop. Scott Bontz photo.
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How can The Land Institute’s intermediate wheatgrass be grown so that year after year it profitably makes grain?
How close should the plants be? Which legumes can help by fixing nitrogen between wheatgrass rows, and without
one species crowding out another? Researcher Jake Jungers, here at a field day for interested farmers, is trying to
answer these questions in Minnesota, where wheatgrass grain yields can triple those at The Land Institute in hotter,
more arid central Kansas. Photo by David L. Hansen, University of Minnesota.
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Under new management
Perennial grains demand different culture, so research is seeking what works best

scott bontz

L

ee DeHaan grew up on a farm near
Albert Lea, Minnesota. His family, and their neighbors, planted
corn and soybeans in spring, and
harvested in fall. For the rest of the year
nothing occupied the ground for these annual crops: the soil and its nutrients were
left vulnerable to wind and rain. Nearby
pastures and alfalfa fields weren’t like this.
These plants were perennials. Even though
grazed and hayed, their roots lived on to
hold soil through all the year, and neither
disc nor plow razed the protective stubble.
Young DeHaan noticed another interesting difference: by the time the soil in
southern Minnesota was warm enough for
farmers to plant corn, they could already
take their first hay crop of alfalfa. With the
perennial there was no wait for the plant to
build from the scratch of seed. The yearlong
roots jumpstarted spring growth.
In the 1980s Wes Jackson came up from
Kansas to speak at Rochester. DeHaan’s
father, Roger, drove 60 miles to hear the
geneticist talk about a revolution for grain
crops. Jackson wanted to make them perennials. Forest, grassland, tundra, and desert
coat the earth with perennials. For reasons
dating to prehistory, the agriculture that
gives humanity most of its calories, grain
agriculture, replaced them with annuals.
Kipling might have substituted “perennial
and grain” for “East and West” when he
said never the twain shall meet. Jackson saw

that with evolutionary biology and statistical tools amassed in the century since, they
could. Roger DeHaan and his three sons
pondered this possibility for years.
“I was thinking about perennials from
the time I was a kid,” Lee DeHaan said.
Jackson’s idea made obvious a missed opportunity. Perennial grains would not just
better control soil erosion, they would also
cut the tremendous amount of energy that
farmers like DeHaan’s father expended on
planting and tilling the earth. “The more
that I thought about it, the more that I
thought it was a great idea.”
But growing a field of perennial grain
– let alone developing the plant itself, which
despite decades of work by Soviet scientists
in the mid-20th century had not seen a commercial contender – would be different than
growing perennial pasture, perennial hay,
perennial orchards, or even seeds for the
pasture plants. And though DeHaan, now a
researcher at Jackson’s Land Institute, feels
he’s on track for the goal set in 2010 to have
by decade’s end a perennial that makes a
profitable mass of grain, he can’t yet answer
for farmers this crucial question: how do we
keep the field making that much grain year
after year without falling back to that burdensome and costly tillage?
“We don’t really know how to manage
for optimum sustained yield,” DeHaan said.
“We really need to get on these management
questions.”
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“B

reeding is a more elegant
solution by far.” Lee DeHaan

This work proceeds in Minnesota.
There the scale of precipitation versus
evaporation won’t limit what is possible
with DeHaan’s new grain crop, intermediate wheatgrass – it can make two or three
times as much seed as in Kansas. The Land
Institute enlisted the help of Jake Jungers, a
researcher at DeHaan’s doctoral alma mater,
the University of Minnesota. In 2014 Jungers
and colleagues planted wheatgrass from 6 to
30 inches apart, by itself and with a variety
of legumes to supply nitrogen, and with
some of it fed various portions of nitrogen
fertilizer. Over three years of study Jungers
will try to find the “sweet spot” among
these variables for the best sustained yield.
Since a perennial’s growth habit changes
with age, the trials might take even longer.
But 2015 gave the first round of results.
Previous work had shown that nitrogen
fertilizer increases wheatgrass grain yields.
It also leads to lodging – plants topple before harvest. The plants use some of the
nitrogen to build longer stems for leaves to
grab more light. Rows planted more distant
from one another might relieve the plants
of sensing encroachment that triggers such
skyscraping. In the past, most wheatgrass
was sown in spacing similar to wheat, from
6 to 12 inches apart. This allows for more
plants in a field, which should increase grain
yield – if not for lodging.
At Roseau and Roosevelt, in far northern Minnesota, Jungers fertilized with 0,
20, 40, 60, and 80 kilograms of nitrogen per
hectare. (This is close to pounds per acre.)
He was somewhat surprised to see that
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fertilizer did not boost yields. Nor did he
see much lodging. But this soil was already
fertile, and for the plants that extra nitrogen
might have been excess. Or, as first-year
perennials, they might have emphasized
building roots rather than stems and leaves.
Jungers expects that as the stands mature
and mine nitrogen from the soil, the effects
of fertilizer will grow. Anecdotal evidence
suggests that lodging becomes worse in the
second and third years.
At the same northern sites, Jungers
compared yield from rows 6, 12, 18, 24, and
30 inches apart. Yields were highest in the
narrow rows, probably because there were
more plants in a given area, and without
much lodging. But in plots to the south, at
St. Paul, heavy lodging in the 6-inch rows
canceled any yield gains. There was no
significant difference in yields among row
spacing of 6, 12, and 24 inches. The wider
spacings gave more seed heads per row.
They also lodged far less.
After DeHaan joined The Land
Institute in 2001, he first grew intermediate
wheatgrass in 30-inch rows, like the farmers
who raise it to sell seed for planting pasture
and hay fields. The history of wheatgrass
as a forage crop is long, and for that kind
of seed production there’s already much
data. But forage wheatgrass is bred for lots
of nutritious leaves. Plants making lots of
big, nutritious seeds might prefer a different neighborhood. DeHaan wants a new
arrangement regardless, because the wider
rows leave more space and light for weeds,
which demands tillage, which half defeats

the purpose of making grains perennial. The
perennial roots still anchor and use the soil
much better than annual crops, and as long
as the rows run along slope contours, erosion is negligible. But DeHaan had to burn
fossil fuel pulling tillage machinery between
his 30-inch rows up to five times a years. “I
got very tired of the time it was taking,” he
said.
He switched to “solid seeding,” with
7.5-inch rows, like wheat is sown in Kansas,
a spacing too narrow to drive over, but
where mature wheatgrass chokes out weeds.
Unfortunately, as the plants age their yields
fall. Jungers is trying to find out why. The
plants appear to sense their neighbors as
crowding them, and respond by sending up
more, thinner stems, with smaller heads and
seed, and more prone to lodging.
If this is the heart of the problem, then
wheatgrass plants oblivious to their neighbors should keep strong stems, and make
plentiful, good seed. Breeders have achieved
this imperturbability with corn, a giant grass
once planted 36 inches apart and now sown
in rows as tight as 15 inches. DeHaan has
found among his wheatgrass plants some
standouts less sensitive to neighbors. “So I
know there’s genetic diversity for this,” he
said. He hopes to capitalize on the trait to
plant tightly and end tillage. “Breeding is a
more elegant solution by far,” he said.
This will take more time and money,
however, and DeHaan said, “It’s not what
we can do right now.” He can select wheatgrass plants for better grain yield every
generation. He can select for yield sustained
over five years only by watching and waiting five years – a slow path to progress. He
hopes to eventually find genetic markers for
the desired neighborliness. Then he will be
able to gauge a plant before it even makes its
first seed, and so speed selection for breeding.

Until then, though it does not fit The
Land Institute’s long-term vision for sustainability, weeding between perennials
will still be better for soil and water than
weeding and replanting annuals. “Even with
tillage this gets us a long ways,” DeHaan
said. One approach would be to plant narrow rows, and after a few years cull some
for wider spacing. Another route would be
to plant between the rows of wheatgrass
rows of legumes, which would add nitrogen to the soil. Jungers is testing alfalfa,
white clover, the prairie plant called Illinois
bundleflower, and Canada milk vetch. Land
Institute researcher Tim Crews is running
similar tests with alfalfa and clover.
When Jungers finds among all of these
tests how to keep wheatgrass fit, productive,
and economical, farmers can begin to transform farmland and farming.
His first year of study saw this added
attraction: the same wheatgrass plots not
only made both seeds for humans and leaves
for livestock, but those that were cut in
spring for forage beat the uncut plots when
both were harvested for grain in summer.
They also made more forage in a fall cutting.
Jungers and DeHaan suspect that spring cutting stimulated growth of more stems – sort
of like trimming a hedge to make it “full.”
This effect appeared greatest with 6-inch
spacing. It’s not clear if these gains offset
grain losses to lodging. “It will be very interesting to see how year two grain yields
respond to year 1 forage harvest,” Jungers
said.
During a field day last year in Roseau
he met interested farmers and explored
grazing experiments on working farms. “We
are excited to be testing methods for managing intermediate wheatgrass as an integrated
crop-livestock system,” he said, “because
it can reduce the economic risks related to
farming a new perennial grain crop.”
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Hundreds of center-pivot irrigation wells around Garden City, Kansas – and thousands more across the Great
Plains – draw from the Ogallala Aquifer. Over much of its expanse they draw it down. When the water becomes
too costly to pump, the semiarid region will need to return to dryland farming – if it can still economically farm at
all. This kind of place, among many others around the world, will be in greatest need of new crop plants, especially
perennials, that can weather drought and climate change, and protect soil. Each of the small white dots above is a
half-mile-wide circle of land that has been harvested and left without live cover to protect the soil. Land Institute
researchers led the writing of a comprehensive plan for how to domesticate new crops. US Geological Survey photo.
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To domesticate crops: a strategy
For progress toward perennial grains, researchers offer lessons and a plan

F

rom the East Coast to Nevada, and
from Mexico to Canada, Illinois
bundleflower ranges far beyond
its namesake. The 2- to 4-foot-tall
member of the mimosa family grows finely
ferny leaves that fold for the night, small
white flowers like starbursts, and loads of
flattish, red-brown seed. For years it attracted attention as a potential food crop.
It is a perennial and would not require
replanting every year. Its long-lived roots
beat those of annual grains at holding soil
and tapping water and nutrients. Because
it is a legume, in consort with friendly root
bacteria it moves nitrogen from the air to
the soil and makes it useable for plants, reducing need for fertilizer. Compared with
other herbaceous – not woody – wild perennials, it makes abundant seed. Researchers
find in the species ample genetic variation
for traits such as seed size and yield. For all
of these reasons it seems a prime candidate
to become one of the world’s first perennial
grain crops.
But Illinois bundleflower’s blossoms
have tiny parts, which make handling by
breeders troublesome. It doesn’t do well in
a typical greenhouse. Its abundant seed has
an objectionable flavor. The seed’s safety for
food has been difficult to demonstrate clearly. And the plant’s roots have a regulated
hallucinogenic chemical.
With enough time and money, all
of these hurdles might be cleared, and to
great reward. But they are high hurdles.
Domestication comes faster and more eco-

nomically when a plant has fewer, lower
limitations.
For example, consider intermediate
wheatgrass. The Land Institute initially
used this wild plant to cross with and bring
perenniality to wheat. But researcher Lee
DeHaan soon recognized that it could become a grain crop itself. It had no major
weaknesses or strengths – beyond being an
excellent perennial. But it responded quickly
to selection for larger seed. DeHaan hopes
for it to yield profitably by 2020, achieving
in less than two decades a success that the
institute generally estimates will take 25 to
30 years. Silphium, a genus of the sunflower
family, offers a crop candidate with an initial weakness – few seeds per head – that
researcher David Van Tassel quickly proved
surmountable. It has the strengths of deep
perennial roots that weather drought, and
rich production of pollen for beneficial insects. Perennial flax might be made a new
crop by playing to the strength of high demand for the kind of fatty acids in its seeds.
The Land Institute also progresses toward
perennial sorghum. Colleague Fengyi Hu in
China has rice that maintains competitive
yields after four years without replanting.
Those are some of the perennials that
could turn farming away from its millennia
of yearly soil disturbance and loss. But for
each of those improving plants there are one
or more problems like bundleflower. The
lesson here is twofold. First, don’t see the
low success rate with new-crop candidates
as failure. Instead, compare the effort with
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how new drugs are developed: the odds of
one candidate having all of the qualities for
commercial success are low. To achieve one
good drug requires examining many, screening them, and re-screening them, and at
each stage winnowing. The other part of the
lesson is that breeders should first address a
crop candidate’s clear limits. If those limits
can’t be cleared quickly, it’s better to move
on and work with another species.

T

he lesson is crucial because the world
needs new crops, especially new grain
crops, and especially grain crops that, compared with most of the others throughout
history, would be new to farming in the way
they live. Grain crops have cost the earth’s
land and water so much, and no amount of
technical tweaking of these old crops and
how they are grown will solve their innate
problem of being annuals. They require annual replanting, and for a majority of each
annual cycle they often leave soil exposed to
erosion.
The novel crops could include more
annual winter crops, such as fast-maturing
pennycress, that can be grown between
standard summer crop rotations. More novel
and much better would be perennial grains.
Alive throughout the year, and for years
with no need for replanting on bare ground,
they would greatly cut the expenses, losses,
and pollution under annual grain crops.
Scientists have written much about
the need for new crop plants and proposed
quite a few. Recent focus has been on theory
and policy, on food trees, and on plants that
would be made into fuel. Trees of course are
perennials, and so now are proposed energy
plants. But these don’t make grain, and it is
grain crops that cover most cultivated land,
and make more than two-thirds of our food.
Wild trees and biofuel crops require
few changes to serve as crops. Perennial
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grains require plenty. They must be coaxed
to put more energy into seeds, and not into
leaves, stems, and roots so much that their
growth is wastefully competitive. They also
must not drop those seeds like a typical
wild plant, but bear them for harvest. The
challenge has been daunting, and though attempted since mid-20th century, it has not
been met.
This kind of domestication is a new
field of applied research. There isn’t much to
go on from the largely prehistoric domestication of annual grains. Annuals and perennials grow quite differently, and the people
who tamed corn and barley thousands of
years ago did so by a method far less intentional and allowing far more time than
what’s needed now. But in the past 30 years
or so knowledge and knowhow with plants
and genetics have put the goal in reach. And
even people apart from those working toward perennial grains saw the need for new
crops to conserve soil and address climate
change. Some new crops were even developed.
Few of these newcomers spread widely into farmers’ fields. Examples are jojoba,
which enjoyed a boom of speculative farm
building followed by a bust, and meadowfoam, which must compete with the large,
established canola oil industry.
Often there was no scientific record
of what had been learned. And no one appeared to publish any kind of general guideline for domestication. New crops are at
least as complex and important to the world
as new drugs. Rather than groping toward
those crops solely by independent hits and
misses, shouldn’t work be informed by
learning and with a comprehensive strategy?
By fall 2014 The Land Institute had
drawn enough interest in perennial grains
to attract more than four dozen researchers from every continent where grains are

grown, to meet at Estes Park, Colorado. For
most of a week they discussed how to develop perennials. Over the following year,
led by DeHaan and Van Tassel, they devised
a guide, put it through cycles of review by
critical peers outside their group, and finally

saw it published in the journal Crop Science.
They call their process a domestication
pipeline, after the pharmaceutical researchers’ drug discovery pipeline. There, many
candidate chemicals are poured in one end,
but only a few make it through the series

Marty Christians tends to seedlings of intermediate wheatgrass, a wild plant judged as a good candidate for domestication because it was strongly perennial, responded quickly to selection and breeding, and had no great weaknesses for researchers to overcome. Scott Bontz photo.
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of rigorous tests to emerge from the end of
the pipe as viable medicines. The plant researchers recommend collecting candidate
species by looking broadly. They propose
then applying a comprehensive set of logical
steps to gauge and groom candidates. This
means expecting many to be left behind. But
such a wide-eyed method should bring for
perennial grains more success. Over the past
decade researchers have tried fragments of
this process. But they haven’t brought the
parts together strategically like the Estes
Park team did.
The pipeline’s first step is to find an
agricultural target. This is different than
starting with a plant simply because it’s
interesting, perhaps because it makes large
seeds, and then seeking ways to make it
profitable. That route might lead to a niche
that’s already filled. For example, look at
crops new in the sense that farmers in many
regions don’t grow them, such as annual
buckwheat and spelt. These are very similar to established, high-yielding cereals.
They probably will struggle to gain ground
without having a novel flavor, nutrient, or
growth habit like perenniality.
Pharmaceutical companies first find a
pathogen, symptom, or disease for which
current treatments fall short. Only after they
have a target such as killing germs or halting
the division of tumor cells can large numbers of chemicals be tested. Similarly, plant
researchers could first pick a target, such as
stopping erosion in temperate, semiarid climate by increasing the soil cover in drought
years. For a single effective crop to emerge
from the end of the pipeline, many wild species might need to be screened at its beginning. Much of this might be done quickly
with herbarium specimens and literature, or
through specialists experienced at collecting
and growing wild plants, and able to suggest candidates with traits desirable for the
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farm. Then if necessary can come testing for
things like seed nutrients and edibility.
A species’ particular strengths or
weaknesses are less critical than whether an
overall domestication strategy can bring it
along. The pipeline strategy includes time
for proofing. It also recommends considering the economics and politics involved.
Other targets for new crops could
include food with better nutrition, food security in places prone to drought, nitrogen
fixation in difficult soil, and soil conservation and restoration. Each of these problems
could be met with perennial grains or legumes.
Beyond where the plant would grow,
things to consider in vetting candidates
include whether production will be by subsistence farmers or commodity growers; the
technology involved, such as mechanization
and irrigation; and whether the crop is to be
for cereal, oil, animal feed, or forage. This
narrowing speeds progress.

S

o the pipeline has three phases: First
screen lots of promising candidates.
Second, plan how to understand, breed, and
even market the species. Third, combine this
all to improve the plant as a crop.
Screening candidates requires criteria.
The Estes Park team proposed a ranking
set. None of the candidates will meet all of
the criteria, but some plants will need less
work than others. Knowing their relative
strengths and weaknesses also will guide the
particular path of domestication. Key is that
before plunging into domestication, all of
the points should be thoroughly examined
and balanced against others.
A good candidate will germinate and
grow fast, compete with weeds, and be
ready for timely harvest. For that harvest to
be made mechanically, seeds should ripen
together, rather than strung out over time,

and without falling to the ground. For a subsistence grower who works by hand, harvest
is easier with seed borne in large clusters.
That doesn’t hurt for a combine, and either
way is better if the seed is large, smooth,
dense, and, in threshing and winnowing,
easily sheds its hull.
On the road to harvest, the plant
shouldn’t spend energy on long, spindly
stalks to compete for sunlight and also risking topple by wind, rather than investing
in plump seed. Appeal and adoption of the
crop will be much higher if it can be grown
and harvested without need to invent or buy
new farm equipment.
Also important is how the plant reproduces. This is unique to each species. To
know whether a wild plant will take well to
domestication, it’s good to know the candidate’s sex life. Does it need to be pollinated
by another plant, or can it pollinate itself?
How long does its pollen survive, while researchers are trying to catch and move the
pollen between particular, attractive plants?
What flowering cues does it give researchers
so they can be ready for the pollen?
Perennials may mature slowly and take
several years to fully show their traits. DNA
testing has become much more affordable
and could identify promising individuals
at the seedling stage. DNA markers aren’t
necessary for domestication, but they might
make the job much quicker. Finding them is
more difficult and expensive when the new
species has a large complex genome. Wheat
has such as genome, as does intermediate
wheatgrass. Wheatgrass makes up for this
with other traits. But ideally a candidate
would have a relatively simple genome.
The final goal, high yield, mainly depends on two things: total biomass and
harvest index. Harvest index is how much
of the plant’s total growth aboveground goes
to the grain harvested. In most wild plants

seed makes a small fraction of the whole. In
a modern grain variety seed can constitute
half of the weight. This shift is crucial for
high grain yield and comes from genetic
changes brought by breeders. Things such
as soil fertility and moisture affect crop
biomass, but breeding can improve the ability of a plant to take advantage of plentiful
resources or to tolerate stresses like drought
and wind.

T

he commodity market and food consumers are set in their ways. A new
crop will more easily win them over if it
works and tastes like an existing grain but
costs no more. Acceptance has come slowly
even for whole-grain varieties of established
crops. Conversely, grain with a new flavor or
use could work for a premium product with
a selling point such as being gluten-free, rich
in antioxidants, or benefiting farm sustainability or wildlife conservation.
Whatever the market entry, success
depends on confidence that eating the new
food is safe. Chances for that are better if
the plant has no near relative species identified as poisonous. Chances are dramatically
better if such a relative is already widely
eaten, or if the newcomer is already used in
hybridization of a current crop, as is intermediate wheatgrass, for disease resistance,
with wheat.
Many current food crops take processing before we should or will eat them.
Kidney beans are toxic unless cooked.
Rapeseed oil was unpalatable for both human and beast until breeders selected for
what is now called canola oil. This cost
about $95 million. It’s better for a new, perennial grain to be tasty without going to
such time and expense. But a crop not quite
there yet might first be used for industry or
animal feed, while culinary improvement
continues.
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B

reeders of crop plant varieties strive toward a population of high, dependable
homogeneity. But the traits of the purebred
derive from a whole-species gene pool, and
that boasts a mess of possibilities. That
range might not be expressed in the wild,
but breeders who patiently make hundreds
and thousands of selections and crosses can
draw it out. For example, see how wild teosinte became domestic maize:

size and availability of closely related species to use for cross-breeding.
Other concerns: whether the plant
reproduces asexually, which could stymie
breeding and improvement, and whether
the species genome is stable or is shifting.
If the candidate species has a close relative
among the major grain crops, they will share
well-known DNA, which would greatly help
breeders.
Another thing that breeders strive for
in a commodity grain crop is adaptability:
the plants must be able to grow over a broad
area, not just in a geographic niche. Testing
that ability might prove hard if governments fear that a non-native species will be
invasive. Domestication likely will reduce
invasiveness, with shorter plants, and seeds
shorter-lived and less dispersed. But if it
is predicted that a foreign plant will be
invasive, it might be wise to avoid domestication. If people already use a species for
another purpose, regulators will know and
likely welcome it.
When a native species is domesticated,
the Estes Park researchers say, put test plots
far from enough from critical wild populations to avoid cross-pollination.

F
Hugh Iltis photo.

The larger the gene pool, the better the
numbers for success with improving a crop
or making a new one. So evaluating a candidate goes beyond the plant, to include
things like whether political strife blocks
access to valuable wild populations. Another
thing to consider might be the gene pool
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armers will like new crops that need less
irrigation, tillage, and pesticides. They
may increasingly need plants that tolerate
water shortages, work with other species to
secure nitrogen from the air, and resist pests
and disease. Crops with these lower ecological costs might command premium prices,
as do certified organic crops that compensate for lower initial yields.
In crop candidates it could pay to seek
not just lower ecological negatives, but also
ecosystem-serving positives. Support grows
for plants that do more than only make
grain. Such strengths include pulling carbon
out of the atmosphere to enrich soil, making

habitat for wildlife including crop pollinators, and preventing the contamination of
drinking water by runoff and nutrient leaching. At all of this, perennials trump annuals.
Looking beyond how a candidate plant
might feed us and improve farmland, there
is the plant’s source to consider. Some 80
percent of biodiversity is on land occupied
by indigenous people. Wild species important to them shouldn’t be domesticated
without those peoples’ consent and collaboration, the Estes Park team concludes.

T

hose are guidelines for screening candidates. Here’s how the researchers
say to take the plant from wild species to
crop. Each candidate will uniquely blend
strengths and weaknesses. Each should get
a custom set of domestication milestones.
If a plant fails to meet one of these goals,
thoroughly re-evaluate it or look to other
candidates.
The milestones come from one or more
of three strategies. One is to look for traits
that limit the plant’s prospects, such as falling in wind or dropping seed before harvest,
and see if they can be quickly overcome.
Comb the gene pool for the rare individual
that behaves differently. Or see if the plant
does better in different soil and climate.
Another approach is to build on
strengths noticed in the screening, whether
they are how the plant grows, what kind of
food it can make, or how it serves an ecosystem. Exploit the strengths to attract funding
and research support.
Lastly, if the plant has no great weakness or strength, focus on breeding it for improvements, such as grain yield, that come
over years.
If a candidate passes one of these tests
and proceeds to full-on domestication,
eventually apply all three strategies. And if
a weakness is overcome to reach the first

milestone, find and address the next most
significant limit to the plant’s success as a
grain crop.
“Modern domestication is an economic
and political activity as much as a biological one,” the Estes Park collaborators write.
Public investment in plant genetics is flat
or falling. Time and space devoted to one
crop candidate takes from another. But with
soils continuing to degrade, the need for
new crops is high. The team answers this
problem with four economic rationales:
Reduce research and development cost by
ranking wild plants according to domestication strengths, such as large seeds. Quickly
screen out candidates whose weaknesses
appear insurmountable. Invest in boosting
a plant’s appeal to additional supporters.
Work simultaneously for both yield gains
and marketability.
And don’t just tell other researchers
about successes, but also publish records of
the candidates that are cut, and how those
decisions are made. Given the time and
expense involved, as well as the potential
for the same or similar species to be independently reconsidered later, even negative
results should be viewed as important findings.
Domesticating a wild plant takes an
investment of money and many years. So the
candidate should enjoy a reasonable chance
of growing successfully over a large area
for many more years. For that to happen, it
must replace other crops. And to do that it
must be more profitable. That means it must
both yield well and provide some advantage
in grain quality, reduced cost, dual purpose,
or ecosystem improvement. The Estes Park
team proposes criteria and strategy, so they
and other researchers can advance only the
best candidates, and to speed the world’s
development and adoption of perennial
grains.
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Laura Kemp cuts alfalfa amid intermediate wheatgrass. Both plants are perennials. The first is a legume
that fixes nitrogen in the soil, the second is a grain crop in the making. In ground once regularly disturbed to
grow annual grains, the perennials will make a soil community richer and more complex. Kemp is helping
study this years-long change that ecologists call succession. Scott Bontz photo.
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The sweet smell of succession
How grain fields left undisturbed will naturally become more complex

A

prairie or forest is an arrangement developed over time that
humans find hard to fathom,
become too complex for them
to fully explain, and refined to efficiency
their derivations cannot match. Unless their
field of artifice enjoys a subsidy – and often
not even then – the natural system is more
productive – it makes more stuff. This is a
system of myriad specialists, of niche fillers,
all working with and off the others, putting
sun, water, and nutrients to high use with
low loss, like money changing hands repeatedly in a town and staying in town, so the
town feels rich. Here the exchange is not
paper, it is real material and energy.
Agricultural ecosystems – farms – tend
toward far fewer species of plants and animals. Those who study farm science, agroecologists, have long recognized this and
explored how to make farms more diverse,
intense, and tight, like nature. What they
haven’t looked at so much is nature’s way of
getting there, a path called succession.
A flood or fire disturbs a natural system’s arrangement of species and their interplay. This can initially unleash from the
soil nutrients for regrowth. But disturbance
repeated too often breaks down and drains
the system.
If in the chaos not too much soil is lost,
successive changes and feedback among
species return the system to a sweet spot
of niche arrangements and productivity. It
might not be exactly the same as before, but
just as nature abhors a vacuum, it takes ev-

ery opportunity to use carbon and life’s other building blocks. And the ensuing succession almost always leads to the sun-powered
prime mover, plant life, becoming a mix of
species dominated by perennials.
By plow, disc, or weed killer, a crop
field of annuals is designed to be greatly disturbed at least once every year. This system
aims to get the most it can from short-lived
species, and in most industrial agriculture
from vast fields of just one such species. It
intentionally and continually blocks anything like natural succession and its success
with perennials. To feed their families or to
serve the world commodities market, farmers accept the degradations of soil erosion,
leached water and nutrients, weed invasions, and loss of the primary component to
healthy and productive plants: soil organic
matter. Not only does the agroecosystem
suffer, but so also do ecosystems down
wind, hill, and stream.
For relief agronomists and ecologists
have tried to keep soil more continually protected by plants, with cover crops to hold
ground between the production grain crops,
and by putting between those crops buffering strips of perennials. These do help keep
nutrients in soil, curb weeds, and take carbon from air and add it to soil better than
do simpler annual systems. But they don’t
address the root of agriculture’s successional
stagnation. Succession leads to perennials,
and succession in farming would require
that annuals, which thrive on disturbance,
give way to perennial grains.
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It is perennials that build soil, and
it is grains that occupy most tilled land
and make most of our food. So The Land
Institute is developing perennial grains in
the form of wheat, intermediate wheatgrass,
sorghum, and oilseed crops. Researchers in
other countries are working on perennial
rice, rye, and barley, and with the perennial
legume called pigeon pea.
As these perennial crops age, in a way
that annuals cannot, they will change, and
the soil community around their roots will
see succession. If the plants are grown in
mixtures of species, more like in nature, and
as The Land Institute proposes for agriculture, there might be succession aboveground
too. Researchers predict that succession
might dramatically affect how soil is built
and works, including how nutrients are conserved and used, how carbon is pulled from
the atmosphere, how water soaks in and is
held, and how weeds are suppressed. With
perennials, all of these should change for the
better, sometimes much better. Succession
also might change how soil makes available
to plants the major nutrients phosphorus
and nitrogen. Here what will happen is less
certain, and agroecologists are exploring.
Nitrogen is most often what limits a
crop plant’s growth. A farmer might add
some other nutrient but see no improvement
until the plant gets more nitrogen. Nothing
in industrial farming takes more fossil fuel
energy than pulling nitrogen from the atmosphere and changing its molecular form to
one which plants can use. This fertilizer’s
cost has not kept it from becoming something upon which billions depend for their
very existence.
Nitrogen is vital, but the annual grains
that depend on synthesized infusions often
waste half or more of it. The fertilizer must
go on the field before plants mature, or
they’d use none of it at all. Even a mature
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annual’s roots haven’t had time to build
the water and nutrient net that a perennial
can, and in a young plant, roots are small
and poor. Lost fertilizer pollutes water or
returns to the atmosphere, some in the original harmless form, some as nitrous oxide, a
potent greenhouse gas.

A cap traps nitrous oxide, a greenhouse gas, coming
from soil where alfalfa and wheatgrass grow. The
syringe is used to withdraw samples for analysis. This
helps in study how soil changes while organisms and
their relationships shift over the long haul of perennial
plant growth. Scott Bontz photo.

Perennial grains would dramatically
cut the nitrogen loss to leaching. But a
perennial grown in a single-species stand
like an annual crop will still need imported
nitrogen for the element’s export in grain
protein. Better would be to grow legumes
among the grass plants that make grain.
Together with root bacteria, legumes fix atmospheric nitrogen in the soil. This would
especially help farmers in poor countries
who can’t afford synthesized nitrogen.
But the amount of reactive nitrogen –
the form that plants can use, not the inert
nitrogen that makes up 78 percent of the
atmosphere – has over a century of fossilfueled synthesis dramatically altered the
balance of nitrogen in water and land life.
(See Land Report Number 107, fall 2013.) A
recent study estimated that to keep the ecosphere stable we should cut reactive nitrogen production, whether from factory or legume, by 60 percent. So it’s most important
to strengthen the soil net with perennial
grains. Make less, use more.
In fall 2014 The Land Institute and
researchers from around the world met for
several days in Estes Park, Colorado, to discuss strategy for making perennial grains
and how to grow them. Most talked about
finding the right plants and breeding them
to be grain crops. They recently published a
strategy paper. (See page 8.) One group, including Tim Crews, the institute’s research
director, talked about how to get the grains
nitrogen and limit the element’s loss.
The problem is one of making and
managing an arrangement more complex
than any seen by grain agriculture in its
10,000 years. (Many people in the New
World grew maize and squash with leguminous beans, but these were all annuals, with
high disturbance and arrested succession.)
Solutions will be proved only through long
trial. But Crews and other researchers at

Estes Park have years of study in the hopper, and to help other researchers interested
in developing the new agriculture, they
will publish their thoughts this spring in
a professional journal called Agriculture,
Ecosystems and Environment.
As one example of the challenge: will
fertilized monocultures of perennial grains
emit less nitrous oxide? How this greenhouse gas moves depends on three connected things in the soil: how rich it is in nitrate,
a useable nitrogen form and also a potential
polluter; how much water fills its pores; and
how rich it is in carbon for feeding soil microbes.
The researchers expect perennial crops
to use more nitrogen and reduce soil nitrate, and increase reactive carbon. That last
change could be good and/or bad. More soil
organic matter, especially in a field degraded by cropping annuals, depends on more
carbon. But too much carbon in proportion
to other nutrients, such as phosphorus, can
tie them up. Such will be among the new
agriculture’s delicately balanced suit, one to
be tailored differently from field to field.
Other possible challenges for the new
agronomy: controlling competition between
grain crops and companion legumes, and
little control over which nitrogen-fixing bacteria colonize the legume – some work better than others.
Known is that nitrogen from legumes
flows more gradually than from synthetic
fertilizer, and should reduce nitrous oxide
emissions. Legume nitrogen also takes less
energy and money. And tucking in legumes
makes the farm field ecology more diverse,
which can check pests and diseases.
To think about succession – or lack
thereof – and nitrogen in agriculture, consider the grasslands that dominated an area
from the Missouri to the Rockies. These
prairies had built soil organic matter as high
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as possible given climate, soil makeup, plant
growth, and carbon-releasing disturbances
such as fire, grazing, and drought. Come the
disturbance of plow and annual grain cropping, soil organic matter began to fall. The
researchers call this retro-successional, a
throwback. Tillage breaks soil structure, and
once-stable organic matter is exposed to microbes, oxygen, and warmth. The microbes
go after the organic carbon and exhale it as
carbon dioxide. (This, not just burning fossil
carbon, makes for global climate change.)
Meanwhile, unless enjoying the subsidy of irrigation annual crops cannot do more
than equal the total growth of the perennials
that they replaced, and they often produce
less. Annuals, with only one growing season
to live, aim for seed, and put only 15 to 20
percent of their growth belowground. With
perennial grasses that investment nears half.
Within five years the perennial roots might
reach three times as deep as those of annual
wheat and barley. Roots are key to putting
carbon in the ground to make soil organic
matter. Soil organic matter feeds plants. A
stockpile of it richly feeds plants come opening by the plow. But Crews thinks annuals
can only be net spenders of soil carbon: a
net saving and building of soil requires perennials.
So under annual grain cropping soil organic matter falls. By the time the soil community bottoms out back at a state of early
succession, soil organic matter has dropped
an average of 30 percent, and sometimes
more than 60 percent. With this falls crop
production. Farmers compensate with fertilizers.
If they stop tillage, the next succession
might be by annual weeds. But grassland
perennials, with their persistence, gradually
reclaim acreage and soil depths, and with
that soil organic matter comes back. The
climb can go on for decades, sequestering up
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to about 1,000 pounds of carbon per acre. In
restored grassland the organic matter should
plateau near its level before the plow.
(This plateau is why controlling climate change cannot be solely by carbon
sequestration, but also depends on cutting
emissions. Some calculate, however, that
a rapid, widespread conversion of land to
perennial vegetation could sequester carbon
faster than nations will soon reduce their
burning of fossil fuels.)
If annual cropping is replaced not
by native grassland, but by a mixture of
perennial grain and legume, belowground
growth and soil organic matter will rise.
The team from Estes Park predicts that perennial grain agriculture’s organic matter
still won’t equal that of native grassland.
Legumes will more easily decompose, giving to the atmosphere more carbon than
does grass, and less to the soil. Also, some
of what the plants make will be taken away
from the field to feed people. Perennial grain
crops will be bred to make more grain, and
this may mean less root mass, especially
if the plants are bred to not compete with
neighbors. And if a perennial grain field
still needs some kind of occasional tillage,
to check competition or replace plants, soil
microbes will eat exposed carbon and send
some of it back to the air.
But the soil should be much more
diverse, rich, healthy, and self-reliantly
productive than it is under annuals. The
amount of nitrogen leached from an established field of intermediate wheatgrass, one
of the plants that The Land Institute is making a perennial grain, was less than 2 percent
of what escaped annual wheat. Even if not
full succession, this is great success. And
though the numbers to confirm it are, like
a polished agroecology for perennial grains,
years away, with those kind of grains farming might finally build the soil it uses.

Land Institute shorts
Silphium in South America
Many silphium plants from Kansas did
not pass the test for adaptability in a
Uruguayan field. A smattering struggled
through South America’s summer, however,
and Land Institute researcher David Van
Tassel learned that the plot provided by
the University of Montevideo was highly
acidic. Test results may soon confirm that
this explains the losses. After being moved
to potting soil with a balanced pH, survivors
perked up. Some crops or fertilizers can
acidify soils that are not well “buffered.”
This was the last of Van Tassel’s two
summers in Uruguay on a Fulbright scholarship to gauge silphium’s adaptability. He
taught classes about perennial grains at the
university and hopes to nurture continued
silphium work in Uruguay. It is one of South
America’s most politically stable, literate,
and democratic nations, and so might serve
as a base for expansion of research and development of perennial grains in the southern hemisphere.
Van Tassel also traveled to see how
Alejandra Vilela and her husband, Damian
Ravetta, plant biologists with the National
Scientific and Technical Research Council of
Argentina, are studying whether domestication changes silphium’s basic physiology
and anatomy. For example, does it make
plants less efficient with water and nutrients? Are there ways to raise seed yields
but keep the best features of wild silphium,
such as drought tolerance? The Argentinians’
measurements so far find that Van Tassel’s
improved — and healthy — plants differ

from wild ones mainly in having bigger
seeds. The researchers were happy to catch
the process early enough that there has been
only the one, desirable change.

Cafe uses perennial’s flour
The Birchwood Cafe in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, serves tortillas made with flour
from intermediate wheatgrass, a perennial
that The Land Institute is developing as a
grain crop. The University of Minnesota is
helping in this work (see page 4.), and allowed the cafe to experiment with recipes
using flour milled from the school’s wheatgrass.

New work by former fellow
A former Land
Institute graduate
school fellow has
joined the University
of Wisconsin as an
assistant professor
to develop perennial
cropping that simulPicasso
taneously produces
grain for people and
forage for livestock. Valentin Picasso comes
to the Madison campus from Uruguay.
Picasso earned his doctorate from Iowa
State University while The Land Institute
helped support his research that tested how
growing multiple crop species together affects overall production. His perennial grain
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plants, including intermediate wheatgrass
from The Land Institute, likely will be
grown with legumes to fix nitrogen in the
soil and increase protein in the forage. (See
page 4.)
Picasso’s wife, Lucia Gutierrez, was
another Land Institute graduate school fellow. Her work included exploring the genetics of a wild perennial barley. She also is an
assistant professor at Wisconsin, breeding
annual cereal crops.

Press and presentations
Land institute staff members spoke in
Minnesota, Saskatchewan, New Hampshire,
and Iowa. Scheduled presentations include
April 5 in Kansas City, Missouri, and April
20 in Raleigh, North Carolina. The Kansas
City event, a panel discussion, will be
broadcast live on National Public Radio; see
https://www.nprpresents.org/event/
going-there-in-kansas-city-how-we-eat/.

Jamie Ramsey, left, and Emma Hauser thresh the grain from individual heads and plants of perennial wheat. Air
blows chaff up the clear tubes and into the bags at left. Seed is heavier and drops for collection. It then is measured
to gauge the worth of the parent plant. For news on wheat progress, see the page 2 caption. Scott Bontz photo.
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Image director, wilds man, farmer
Doug Tompkins painted agriculture into his vision for preserving Patagonia

scott bontz

D

oug Tompkins had recently
cashed out of Esprit. This was
the global clothing company
that he and his wife at the time
started by selling girls dresses from a VW
bus – after they launched and sold off the
mountaineering outfitter North Face and
Tompkins tried his hand at adventure filmmaking. Tompkins
had grown concerned about
ecological damage wrought by
the fashion industry and consumerism in general. Now he
could afford to do something
about it.
Wes Jackson had quit his
tenured university position.
He soon became concerned
about ecological damage that
comes with farming annual
Tompkins
grains, and about an economic
system based above all else on
growth. For more than a decade he’d been
working on solutions through the nonprofit
Land Institute begun with his wife at the
time on their homestead.
The two men didn’t know each other.
But at the start of the nineties, they both
were at an ecology meeting in Washington,
DC, and at the mixer they met and talked.
Tompkins flew to Kansas to see The
Land Institute. On they talked. Tompkins
was passionate about wilderness, and he
thought agriculture wrecked everything.

Jackson blurted something like “If we don’t
fix agriculture first, wilderness is doomed.”
He doesn’t remember Tompkins responding. But the idea stuck. On June
30, 1991, Tompkins’s Foundation for Deep
Ecology gave the institute $30,000. Tompkins
and his second wife, Kris, kept visiting
Jackson and his second wife,
Joan, and making donations.
Until last year they were the
biggest benefactors in the institute’s history, giving more
than $1.5 million.
Meanwhile, they spent
far greater amounts buying
more than 3,000 square miles
in Chile and Argentina. They
became the largest private
landowners in the world and,
as Outside magazine put it,
protected more land than any
other individuals in history.
Writer Edward Humes called Tompkins
an “eco baron.” Sarah Kaplan wrote in
The Washington Post, “Tompkins will be
better remembered in the US as the guy
who brought domed tents to hippie hikers and brightly patterned ‘casual wear’
to the Reagan-era teenage masses.” But in
Patagonia, “he is the man who tried to buy
paradise, not to exploit it, as so many millionaires like him had done throughout history, but to preserve it.”
South Americans had indeed seen
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nothing like this, and many were mistrustful. Tompkins was rumored to be building a
nuclear dumping ground. Planning to bottle
and ship away Patagonia’s water. Trying to
establish a Jewish state – though Kaplan
called him decidedly WASP. What Tompkins
did included opposing developments, such
as billion-dollar salmon farms, that many
South Americans wanted. Rodrigo Pizarro,
director of a leading environmental group
in Chile, told The New York Times that
Tompkins’s project was very good, a model,
but that his “entrepreneurial mentality,”
wanting to do things his way, disdainful of
others, led to communication errors.
Tompkins said time would bring his
opponents to appreciate preservation of
their wilderness. He encapsulated this in a
quote attributed to Lincoln: “Laws change;
people die; the land remains.” And as
Tompkins and his wife made vast acreages
into national parks and donated them to
Chile and Argentina, Jackson said, opinion
turned.
Over the years Jackson occasionally
visited the Americans at their adopted home
in Chile. Tompkins ran the cattle off of his
new land, but he started small gardens and
eventually expanded to farming thousands
of acres. He sent a farm manager and the
manager’s wife to spend a summer working
and learning at The Land Institute. He assimilated Jackson’s message about patterning farming after natural ecosystems. It fit as
well as agriculture could with Tompkins’s
demand for wild diversity. The institute
couldn’t yet give him perennial grains grown
in polycultures, but Jackson said Tompkins
did the best possible with what he had. The
crops were organic. He rotated them, and he
planted them in adjoined strips of varying
color. From the air, Jackson said, the farms
were “a tremendous scene. A painting.”
“What he wanted ahead of everything
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else was it had to be beautiful,” Jackson
said. And to achieve that, Tompkins carried
from serving as Esprit’s “image director” to
acting as South America’s equivalent of John
Muir, champion of conserving his adopted
home’s wilderness, this philosophy: “No
detail is too small.” Tompkins paid attention
to the farm layout, the crops and the pastures, and between them the fences and any
litter that the fences caught. Recently at The
Land Institute’s Prairie Festival, without
invitation he rearranged the presentation of
books for sale and said, “Doesn’t that look
better?”
Tompkins grew up in affluent
Millbrook, New York, son of an antiques
dealer and decorator. He attended boarding
schools in Connecticut, but before earning
a diploma was expelled for an accumulation
of minor infractions. He never returned to
organized schooling.
Instead he went west to California, and
then beyond, to ski and climb and kayak.
He pioneered mountaineering routes and
claimed first descents of whitewater around
the world. From this passion for adventure
in the wild came expertise for establishment
of The North Face, purveyor of climbing and
camping equipment. It also brought him
friendship with Yvon Choinard, founder of
a like company, Patagonia. Kristine McDivitt
was Patagonia’s CEO before marrying
Tompkins and moving to Chile.
Choinard told Men’s Journal about his
decades of adventure with Tompkins: “Doug
and I were both overly cavalier about jumping into dangerous things. It’s almost as if
we’ve had a subconscious wish to invite catastrophe so we can try to get out of it.” He
said Tomkins was wearing pressed chinos, a
Brooks Brothers shirt, a light sweater, and a
rain jacket when they and four other friends
went kayak camping last December. They
paddled on a lake, not in whitewater. But it

was General Carrera Lake, Chile’s largest,
fed by Andean glaciers in the latitude of the
Roaring Forties. Tompkins’s paddling partner, Rick Ridgeway, said their kayak had a
faulty rudder, and when winds struck with
gusts up to 50 miles per hour, 6-foot waves
capsized them. The water was 38-40 degrees.
Several attempts to right the boat in the
windstorm failed. They swam for shore, but
the current beat them back. Another tandem
kayak reached Ridgeway, who struggled
against hypothermia while he was towed
to land. Another single kayaker, Weston
Boyles, tried to tow Tompkins. Tompkins
lost consciousness, and then Boyles risked
capsize and his own life while he grasped
Tompkins with one arm and paddled with
the other. A helicopter finally arrived and
pulled the two in. Tompkins’s body temperature had dropped to 66 degrees. In a nearby
hospital he died.
Jackson spoke at a January 31 memorial
in San Francisco. The short presentation’s

title praised Tomkins for his “dedication to
the good, the beautiful, and the wild.”
At home in Kansas, Jackson said,
“Doug was a friend, and we were a mutual
admiration society. He was fun to be with.
We had spirited conversation. He was always sending something that he had read
and thought was good.”
Jackson also said, “He was a deep
intellect. He wanted to know things. He’d
drill down to find things.” The scientist
spent two hours explaining how nitrogen
cycles through air, soil, organisms, and water, until Tompkins was satisfied with his
understanding of the process.
“He also could be overly serious,”
Jackson said, then corrected himself: “He
could be pretty intense.”
Tompkins would have turned 73 on
March 20. He leaves his wife, mother, a
brother, and two daughters. He was buried
in Chile. Kris Tompkins continues conservation work in South America.
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DeValerio · Calvin & Ruth DeWitt · Consuelo Diaz · Robert Didriksen · Lori & Tim Diebel · Tracy & Michael DiLeo · Sandra
DiSante & Mark Stoppel · Noel & Diane Ditmars · John & Deborah Divine · Jan & Deborah Robin Dizard · Augustus Dizerega
Otto & Barbara Doering · Fred & Arlene Dolgon · William & Pat Dorman · Nancy Dotlo · Double J Farms Inc. · Marva Lee Doud
Douglas Co. Community Foundation · Mark & Vicki Doyle · Franklin & Kate Draper · Alan Drengson & Victoria Stevens
Nathanael & Marnie Dresser · Margaret & Francis Drinkwine · Millard & Frieda Driver · James & Mary Dudley · Eileen Duggan
Myrl Duncan · Donald Dunhaupt & Patti Hackney · Katharine Dunlevy & George Seeds · James Ryan Dunn · Naomi & Dirk
Durant · Martin & Sue Eddy · Thomas & Ginnie Eddy · Leonard Edmondson & Catherine Sutton · Georgann Eglinski & Ron
Schorr · Terry & Susan Egnor · David Ehrenfeld · Chris & Carol Eisenbeis · Julie Elfving · William & Helen Elkins · Myron &
Deborah Elliott · Eldon & Susan Elmore · Mary Emeny · The Charles Engelhard Foundation · Douglas & Catherine Engstrom
Kimberly & Richard Todd Engstrom · Kristi Ennis · Philip Enquist & Joanna Karatzas · James Erickson · Deanna Errico · The
Esperance Family Foundation Inc. · Arlen & Lana Etling · Claryce Evans · Sam & Terry Evans · Sandra Evers · John & Katherine
Ewel · Margaret & Sidney Ewing · Judy Fabry · David & Patricia Fancher · The Fanwood Foundation/West · Jean Fargo · Eric
Farnsworth · Rebecca Ferrell & Michael Golec · Rebecca Ferrera · John Fichtner · Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund · Jay Fier · Andy
& Betsy Finfrock · R. D. Fithen & Karin Frank · Margaret & Mitchell FitzGibbon · Don & Mary Anne Flournoy · Seth Forster
Victoria Fox · Charles & Barbara Francis · Franklin Conklin Foundation · John & Julie Franson · John & Mary Frantz · John
Freeman · Leif & Rebecca Freeman · Theodore Freeman · Steven Freilich & Daphne Greenberg · John & Olga French · C. Dean &
Elsie Freudenberger · Rita & Merlin Friesen · Phillip Fry & Peggy Miles · Fry Masonry · Fulton-Kunst Fund of RSF Social
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Prairie Festival recordings
September 26-27, 2015, The Land Institute

number

title

speaker

_________

Strachan Donnelley Conservation lecture

Peter Kenmore

_________

Land Institute progress

Institute scientists

_________ Building a Botanical Foundation for Perennial Polyculture
		 Bonus: Preserving the World’s Botanical Diversity

Allison Miller
Dornith Doherty

_________

Changing Our Worldview: Why it Matters

John B. Cobb Jr.

_________

What Will People Do for Dirt?

Angus Wright

_________

Nourishing Community: Ecology, Economics, Equity

Mary Evelyn Tucker

_________

War, Cheating, and Agriculture

Ricardo Salvador

_________

Teach Us to Number Our Days

Wes Jackson

Total individual CDs ________ × $15 = ___________

Name _____________________________________________

Sets (one of each) _________ × $105 = ___________

Address __________________________________________

Total

City _______________________________________________

___________

State ___________ ZIP code ________________________
We accept checks and money orders for US
funds, and Mastercard, Visa and Discover.
Card purchases can be by mail, fax or
phone. Place orders to The Land Institute,
2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401.
Phone 785-823-5376. Fax 785-823-8728.

Phone _____________________________________________
E-mail ____________________________________________
Card number ____________________________________
Mastercard
Visa
Discover
Exp. date ____________ Security code ___________
Signature _________________________________________

Finance · Richard & Janet Futrell · John & Nancy Gallini · John & Elizabeth Gallman · John Gangstad · Craig & Judi Gannon · Delight Gartlein · Lydia
Garvey · John Geddie · George & Mavis Gehant · Karl Geislinger · Jared & Cindi Gellert · Joseph & Janette Gelroth · Kendall & Karen Gerdes · Charles
Gessert & Barbara Stark · The Gessert Family Charitable Fund · Elisabeth Gibans · Jane Gibson & James Carpenter · Tom & Sheryl Giessel · Gladys
Gifford & Alvin Schuster · Susan Gillies · Eric & Emma Gimon · Nathan Gingerich · Susan Goering · Samuel Goldman · Mary Helen & Timothy
Goldsmith · Jennifer, Gary, Caleb & Gabe Goldstein · Barbara & Gregory Goode · James & Rebecca Goodman · George & Suzanne Gordon · Susan
Gordon & Patrick Hamilton · Nils Gore & Shannon Criss · David Gorsline · Jonathan Gottscho · Thomas Gottsleben & Patricia Livingston · Howdy
Goudey · Grain Place Foods Inc. · Marion & Esther Gray · Anna Graybeal & John Walewski · Greater Kansas City Community Foundation · Greater
Salina Community Foundation · Daniel & Norma Green · Bettie Greenberg · Elizabeth & Wade Greene · Barbara Greenewalt · Bentley Gregg · William
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I want to be a perennial friend of the land
Here is my tax-deductible gift to support Land Institute programs
Please print
Name __________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Address _______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
City _____________________________________________________________________ State ________ ZIP code ____________________________
I authorize The Land Institute each month to
Transfer from my checking account (enclose a check for the first monthly payment)
Charge my credit or debit card
$125
$75
$55
$15
$5
Other: $__________________
Deduct on
5th of month
20th of month
Monthly giving: We will transfer your gift on the date you select, until you decide otherwise. You can change
or cancel your donation at any time by calling or writing. We will confirm your instructions in writing.
I authorize a one-time gift of
$5,000
$500
$250
$125
Payment method:

$50

Other: $ __________________

My check, made payable to The Land Institute, is enclosed.
Charge my
Visa
Mastercard
Discover

Account number _______________________________________________________________________ Expires ____________ / ______________
Signature ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Clip or copy this coupon and return it with payment to
The Land Institute, 2440 E. Water Well Road, Salina, KS 67401

lr 114

& Mary Gresham · Roy & Marilyn Gridley · Shirley Griffin · Charles & Patricia Grimwood · Thomas Grissom · Lisa Grossman & Kelly Barth · William
& Laura Allene Grossman · Alan & Catherine Guebert · Phyllis Gunn · Ashok Gupta & Jan Schoonover · Susan Haas · Anne Haffner · Philip & Patricia
Hahn · Margaret Haley · James Hall · Paula & Van Hall · Halliburton Giving Choices · Thomas & Katherine Halton · Darrell Hamlin & Shala Mills
Christine Hammond · Joyce Hanes · Patricia Hansen · Saralyn Hardy · Robert & Dorothy Harris · Eric Hart · John Hart · John Hart · Gary & Lynne
Hartshorn · Karen Harvey · Richard Haskell & Nancy Hamlett · Rhonda Hattar & Scott Noble · Bert & Dawn Haverkate-Ens · Lois Hayes · Palmer &
Lydia Haynes · Daniel & Margaret Hebert · Jesse Heckman · Andrew & Denise Hedberg · Peter Hegeman & Patricia Egan · Marjorie Hekman · Bernt &
Suzie Helgaas · Bjorn & Leanne Helgaas · Steffen & Janet Helgaas · James Hemby · Rollie Henkes · James Henson · Robert Herendeen · Marie
Hernandez · Carl Herrgesell · Donald & Louise Heyneman · Eleanor & Kenneth Hiebert · Abigail & Anthony Higgins · Bette Hileman · John Hill
Stephen & Marcia Hill · Sarah Hinners & Christopher Pasko · John Hirschi · Hirschi Donor Advised Fund, Wichita Falls Area Com · Shirley & Douglas
Hitt · Douglas L. & Shirley U. Hitt Giving Fund FAFN · Penelope Hlavac · Anton Hodgers & Carol Statland · David Hodges · Joseph & Pamela Hodges
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Chris Hoffman · Joyce Hofman · Katherine Hoggard · Craig & Henrike Holdrege · Gill & Augusta Holland · Augusta Brown
Holland Philanthropic Fdn · Hunter Hollins · Robert & Lynne Holt · John & Deanna Homer · David & Tina Honey · John &
Gloria Hood · William & Leslie Hooks · Steven Hopp & Barbara Kingsolver · Wayne & Mildred Horlacher · James Hormel · Shae
Hoschek · Gregory Hostetler · Keim & Sylvia Houser · Bruce & Debra Howard · David & LeAnn Howard · Mark & Linda Howard
Gary & Michele Howland · James & Catherine Hoy · Bunny Huddleston · Wellington & Marcy Huffaker · Liz Huffman · Mark
Hulbert & Merideth Tomlinson · Deborah Hunsberger · Jon & Audrey Hunstock · Lee Hunter · Margie & Nick Hunter · Linda &
Terry Hurst · Logan Hurst & Nancy Reynolds · Michael & Hedy Hustedde · Michael & Mary Ann Huston · James & Sara
Hutchison · Todd & Lindsey Hutchison · Gilford & Nelda Ikenberry · Quincey & Dan Imhoff · ImpactAssets Inc. · C. J.
Iremonger & C. C. Van Schaik · Charles Isenhart · Wes & Joan Jackson · M. Allen Jacobson & Lila Daut · Jean-Luc Jannink · Vern
& Dolores Jantzen · Dorcie Jasperse · Richard Jeannotte & Myriam Vinotto · Charles & Melanie Jenney · Charles & Gerry
Jennings · Christopher & Rita Jensen · Lawrence & Mildred Jensen · Harry & Ann Jett · Harry & Ann Jett Donor Advised Fund
Jewish Communal Fund · Bruce Johnson · Cylus & Donna Johnson · Eric Johnson & Michele Roesch-Johnson · Guy Johnson
Karen Johnson · Kenneth Johnson · Larry & Pamela Johnson · Mark Johnson · Marlin Johnson · Michael & Gwyn Johnson
Raymond & Lola Johnson · Johnson Family One Earth Fund · Stefan Johnsrud & Dani D’Antonio · Max & Helen Johnston · C.
Lee Jones · Gary & Marilyn Jones · Ileana Jones · Jimmy Jones · Nathan Jones · W. Paul Jones · James & Aidan Jordan · Lucy
Jordan · Charles & Sally Jorgensen · Jerry Jost & Deborah Altus · Walter & Mary Ann Jost · Todd Juengling · Patrick Kangas
Michael & Shawna Lea Karl · Timothy & Virginia Kasser · Jude Kastens · Kathleen & John Kauffman · Jim & Sue Keating · John
& Barbara Kellogg · Robert & Judith Kelly · Bruce Kendall · Sally & Bob Kendall · E. Dale Kennedy & Douglas White · Dan
Kenney & Maylan Dunn-Kenney · James & Virginia Kenney · Lincoln Kern · Stephan & Dawn Kettler · Pamela Kingsbury · Nancy
Kinzli · Kirchhoff Farms · M. Kirkham · Frederick Kirschenmann & Carolyn Raffensperger · Ingrid Kirst · Kenneth & Marlena
Kirton · Keith & Amanda Kisselle · Leslie Kitchens · Jay Klemme & Anne Wilson · Joseph Knelman · Edwin Knittle · Rob
Knowles & Meryl Stern · Ulrich Koester & Beth Kautz · Keith Kohnen · Donald & Marianne Koke · Sharon Konen · Walter &
Barbara Koop · Theodore Kooser & Kathleen Rutledge · Kathleen Koplik · Edward Kopta · Nic & Mary Korte · Gayle Kosh &
Howard Kosh-Redekopp · Mary Kowalski · Mark & Jean Kozubowski · Lisi Krall · Margaret & Tad Kramar · Mildred Krebs
Connie Kreider · Margo Kren · Keith Krieger · U. Beate & Douglas Krinke · Laura Krinock · Wesley & Elaine Kroeker · Ronald
Kroese & Kimberly Colburn · Kroger · David & Roberta Kromm · Adam & Aubrey Krug · Ann Kuether · Alan Kuhn · Gregg &
Gretchen Kumlien · Catherine Kunkel · Rita Kunkel · Katharine Kunst & Katherine Fulton · Nancy Kuppersmith · Wendell &
Judith Kurr · David & Carol Kyner · Larry Lack & Lee Ann Ward · Duane & Christine Lahti · Sylvia Lambert · Paul & Pamela
Lander · Kathy Landis & Miles Reimer · Harriet Landon · Timothy Landon · Daniel & Judi Lane · Loren & Elizabeth Larson
Mark Larson · Thomas Larson & Diane Lux · Mary Laucks & Brian Swanson · Laughing Stock Farm · Marietta & Alden
Leatherman · Jennifer Lee & Wendell Haag · Ronald & Jean Lee · Eleanor Leeper · Benedict & Ann LeFort · Eileen & Paul LeFort
LeFort-Martin Fund CCF · Leighty Foundation · Laura Lesniewski · David & Patrice Lewerenz · Charles & Jennifer Lewinsohn
Frances Schneider Liau · Louise & William Lidicker · Matthew Liebman & Laura Merrick · Marie Lies · Curtis Liesenfelt · Janice
Lilly & Cary Buzzelli · Colene Lind & Rex Fowles · Nancy Lindbloom · Edwin & Susanne Lindgren · David & Caroline Link
Fund · John Lis · Elizabeth Little · Wendy Littlefield & Donald Feinberg · Carolyn Litwin · William Lockett · Jennifer Loehlin
Robert & Rachel Loersch · Jonne Long · Cody Lonning · Loring Wolcott & Coolidge Charitable Trust · Judith Lotz · Marilyn
Loveless · Paul & Jeanine Lovell · Andy Loving & Susan Taylor · Amory & Judith Lovins · Kevin Lowe · Sandra Lubarsky &
Marcus Ford · Robert Lucore & Nora Carroll · Karen & Gordon Luetjen · Lutin Curlee Family Partnership Ltd. · Peter M. &
Barbara A. Macdonald Charitable Foundation · Michelle Mack & Edward Ted Schuur · Steven Mackie · Jane MacNeil · Kathleen
Maddux · Charles Maier · Neal Malicky · Gordon & Margaret Mallett · Grant Mallett & Nancy Tilson-Mallett · Rosette &
Michael Malone · Charles Manlove · Philip Margolis · Marianist Novitiate Mount St. John · Marin Community Foundation
Kevin Markey & Candice Miller · Joyce Markle · Russ & Lindsey Marlow · Angela & Roger Marsh · Joanne Marsh · Danile &
John Martens · Anthony & Patricia Martin · David Martin · Helen Martin · Fredric & Donna Martz · Nancy Ambers & George
Massar · Ernest & Kathy Massoth · Thomas & Nina Mastick · Randy & Erin Mathews · William Matousek · William J. Matousek
Fund · William & Robin Matthews · John & Susan Maus · Jean Maust · Ardean Maxey · Robert & Janet Mayers · Marcia &
Michael Mayo · Karin McAdams · Gary McBee · Jeanette McBride · William & Julia McBride · McBride Family & Aspen Business
Center Foundation & Laurie McBride · Mary McCall · John McClelland · Mary McCormick · Thomas & Linda McCoy · Mary &
Gary McDowell · Virginia McFadden · Elizabeth McGuinness & Lance Marburger · Chris & Valerie McKay · David McKee
Deborah McKinley & Robert Nelson · C. Patrick & Martina McLarney · McLarney Fund · Susan McRory & John Middleton
James & Diana McWilliams · Medical Development Management · R. Michael & Debra Medley · Jeffrey & Yvonne Meessmann
Carole & Gary Mehl · Tom & Anne Melia · Margaret Mellon · Manfred & Susan Menking · Grace Menzel & JB McCombs
Josephine Merck & James Stevenson · Merck Partnership for Giving · Dan & Mary Merewether · Linda Merinoff & Paul Bogrow
Thomas & Mary Mertz · Douglas & Diane Mesner · Karl Meyer · William & Nancy Michener · Howard Mielke · T. H. & Kathleen
Milby · Nancy & Frank Miles · Bart Miller & Lisa Seaman · John Greg Miller · Jonathan Miller & Rebecca Nelson · Stephen
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Miller · Rebekah Miner · William Miner · Robin Mittenthal · Suzanne Mittenthal · Bonny Moellenbrock & Michael Lowry
Robert & Susan Mohler · Judith Mohling · Barry Moir & Laila Goodman · Anne Moore · Donald & Ann Morehead · John
Moreland · Paul & Tomi Moreno · Kenneth & Faye Morley · Harold & Lucille Morowitz · Philip & Lona Morse · Henry W. &
Helen Moyer · Samuel Moyer · Thomas & Anne Mundahl · Cornelia & Robert Mutel · Virginia & Laurence Mutti · Koji & Susan
Nakao · Tracy & Jerry Naranjo · Thomas Neet · Frank Neitzert · Ann Nelson · Harland & Corinne Nelson · Julie Nettleton
Christopher Neubert · Paul Neukirch · Joseph Neumann · Ada Niedenthal · Galen & Rudene Niedenthal · Richard & Patricia
Nienow · Sara Nienow & Nathan Snodgrass · Trix Niernberger & Bill Preston · Dale & Sonya Nimrod · Bruce & Amy Noble
Jorge & Patricia Nobo · Douglas Nopar & JoAnn Thomas · Ann Nore · Jayne & David Norlin · Bill & Cori North · North Slope
Enterprises · Richard & Elizabeth Norton · Charles Novogradac & Deborah Milks · Zachary Nowak · Lynn Nowels & James
Olesen · Janet & John Nybakke · Thomas & Nancy O’Brien · Jane & Charles Olsen · William & Cathy Onufrychuk · Patricia
Oppenheimer · Patricia Oppenheimer & Michael Barry · The Oregon Community Foundation · Marian O’Reilly & Stephen
Lockwood · Organic Valley Family of Farms · The Osborne & Scekic Family Foundation · Dennis A. O’Toole Family Foundation
Richard & Christine Ouren · Lee Overton · Jerry & Carole Packard · Abraham Palmer & Julie Decamp-Palmer · Beverly Palmer
William Palmisano · Stanley & Jeanne Pangrac · Harold & Dorothy Parman · Ann Parr · Gregory Parsons & Dorothy Johnson
Linda Parsons & John Hauser · Lowell Paul · Norman Paul & Elizabeth Peckham · Steven & Carolyn Paulding · Melissa Payne &
Christian Fellner · Richard Peckham & Maureen Nowlan · Kenneth & Ana Pecota · Gordon Pedersen · Zachary & Laura Peek
Edward & Seliesa Pembleton · Keith & Sharon Penner · C. Diane Percival · Jerry & Terese Perkins · Michael Perry & Carolyn
Butcher · Mary Ruth Petefish Charitable Lead Trust · Joan Peterkin · Paul & Karla Peters · K. & Stanley Peterson · Peter & Rita
Peterson · Katharine & Harry Petrequin · Joseph Pew · William & Cynthia Pfannenstiel · Evelyn Phillips · Michael Phillips
Walter & Karen Phillips · Loretta Pickerell · Chris & Meghan Picone · Kathleen & William Pierson · Robert & Karen Pinkall
Pinnacle Gardens Foundation · Odessa Piper · John & Tari Piskac · Mary Lee Plumb-Mentjes & Conrad Mentjes · James &
Karlene Polk · Frank Pommersheim & Anne Dunham · Joan Poor & Robert Swanson · Frank & Deborah Popper · Greta Poser
Paul Post & Kay Kelly · George & Alice Potts · Donna & Darwin Poulos · Kathleen Powell & Stephen Griswold · Prairie Moon
Nursery Inc · Premena · Kimberly Pressley · John Hill Price · John & Dorothy Priske · Marvin & Allison Pritts · Provident Organic
Farm · Jerry Quance & Marcia Hall · Barb Quaney & Doug Jones · Christian Quartetti & Yih Ling Liu · J. Patrick & Judith
Quinlan · Peter Quinn · Trucia Quistarc · Kevin Radzyminski · Rainbow Bridge Fund · Raney Properties L.P. · Victoria & George
Ranney · Victoria & George A. Ranney Jr. Fund · William Rau & Susan Roche · Thomas Rauch & Joyce Borgerding · Melanie
Read · L. David & Ann Redmon · Redtail Fund of The Oregon Community Foundation · Kyle Reed · Michael & Susan Reed
Jerry Rees & Sallie Veenstra · Mark & Martha Reese · Don & Barbara Reeves · Cynthia & Charles Regier · Raymond Regier
Douglas & Judi Reid · Susan Reimer · Darrell & Sara Reinke · Richard & Joyce Reinke · Rembe Enterprises · Edward Remson &
Andrea Rawlings · Jamie & Catherine Renshaw · J. B. Reynolds Foundation · Martha Rhea · David Rich · Kenneth Rich · Jeannine
Richards · David & Jane Richardson · Margaret & John Richey · Ann & James Ricketts · Richard & Krispen Ridgway · Curtis
Ridling · Brian Rieb · Gregory & Beth Rieke · Wilma & Richard Righter · Gordon & Barbara Risk · John & Lorraine Rittmann
Griffith & Mary Roberts · Henry Robertson · John Robertson & Janet Bouley · Bernard & Marcialyn Robinowitz · Sandra
Robinson · James Rose · Philip & Joanne Roudebush · Wolfgang Rougle · Aimee Rowe · RSF Social Finance · Ron Ruhnke · Lukas
& Leigh Rusin · Edmund Russell · Patricia Ryan · Niklaus Salafsky & Julia Segre · Zibaa Sammander · T. A. Sampson · John &
Dori Samson · Eugene & Donna Sandberg · Scott & Ruth Sanders · Sanders-McClure Family Fund · Mark Sanderson · James &
Helen Sauer · Barry Sawtelle & Laura Alden · Hutha Sayre · Henry & Dianne Schaffer · Joy Schell · Richard & Dorothy Scherer
Gunther Schlager · George & Sherry Schloemer · Anne Schmidt · Ilene & Hartzel Schmidt · Joel Schmidt & Amanda Raetzman
Carol Schmitt & W. Propst · Steffen & Rachel Schneider · Richard & Sharon Schoech · Steven & Janie Schomberg · Jonathan &
Gail Schorsch · Claire Schosser · Kash & Anna Schriefer · Frederick & Margaret Schroth · Elizabeth Schultz · Peggy Schultz
Peter & Helen Schulze · John & Ann Schuster · Schwab Charitable Fund · Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving · A.J. & Jane
Schwartz · Diana Scott · Douglas Seale & Emarie Pope · Lynette Seigley · Andrew & Amy Sellers · Ellie Shacter · Suzanne Shafer
Stuart & Diane Sharp · Frank Shaw & Alison Mary Kay · Michael & Janet Shay · Gerald Shechter & Jennifer Logan · John &
Burnette Sheffield · Lynn Sheldon & Daniel Hudnut · Jim & Sara Shelton · Bob & Doris Sherrick · Claudia & Michael Shimkus
Robert & Bonita Siemens · Susan Sievers · Robert Sigmon · Silicon Valley Community Foundation · Janna Siller · John Simpson &
Sondra Goodman · William & Janice Simpson · E. Crichton Singleton · Dale Skaggs · Martha Skillman · Tim Skwiot & Kirsten
Kiesel · Stuart & Taryn Slote · Stephen E. Smaha & Jessica Winslow Fund · Dennis & Peggy Smart · Barrie Smith & Marcy
Smalley · Caroline & F. Douglas Smith · Catherine & Geoffrey Smith · James & Katherine Smith · Lea Smith · Mark & Sara Smith
Ronald & Kahrmelle Smith · Vanessa Smith · Lowell Smithson & Phyllis Westover · Richard & Mary Smythe · Michael Snow
Sara Solaimanian · Larry Soll & Nancy Maron · Courtney & James Spearman · James & Carol Spence · Cindy Squire & Neal
Meyer · Eric & Mary Louise Stahl · Thomas & JoAnn Staker · Gordon & Frances Stallings · Sylvia & Donald Stanat · Jennifer
Stanley · Lars & Lauren Stanley · Marshall & Janice Stanton · Robert Stanton · Helen Stechschulte · David & Claudia Steckel
Robert & Lyda Steiert · Peter Stein · Rick Stein & Mary Howe · Keith & Georgia Stevens · Amanda Stewart & William Smith
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Eric Stiegman · Mark & Mary Ellen Stinski Foundation · Paul Stolen & Deborah Amazi · Jonas & Judith Stoltzfus · Tony &
Patricia Stoneburner · Bianca Storlazzi · Allen Stovall · James & Michele Stowers · Muriel Strand · Palma Strand · Gail Stratton
Marycelka Straughn · Joyce & Greg Studen · Brad Stuewe & Paula Fried · Virginia Stuhr · Persis Suddeth · Timothy & Karen
Sullivan · Nolan & Monica Sump · Robert & Mary Super · Joshua & Kimberly Svaty · Gerald & Sandra Swafford · David & Shelli
Swanson · Christopher Sweeney · Toby Symington · Lisa & Richard Symons · Antoinette Tadolini & Charles Clack · Stewart Taffe
Petra Tasheff · James & Betty Taylor · Gary Tegtmeier · Jonathan & Wendy Teller-Elsberg · Alan & Bonnie Templeton · Termini
Associates · Ruth Terrill · Bruce & Sharon Texley · Thau Family Trust Fund · The K Foundation · Gene & Patricia Thomas · David
& Meg Thompson · John Thompson · Margo Thompson · Robert Thompson · Tom & Mary Thompson · John & Linda Thornton
Musia Thornton · William Throop & Meriel Brooks · Bob & Cheryl Thummel · Ruth Anna Thurston · Frank & Judy Toman
Tompkins-Imhoff Fund · David Toner · Richard & Marney Toole · Patricia Traxler & Patrick Wallerius · David & Phyllis Trout
Sarah Trulove & James Woelfel · Tulsa Community Foundation · Carol Tunell & Mark Crawford · University of Kansas/Watson
Library · Eleanor Unruh · Erik Unruh & Maria Zielinski · Jan & Margaret van Asselt · Marjorie & Lynn Van Buren · James Van
Eman & Susan Bailey · Marcia & David Van Landingham · Stevens Van Strum · Van Strum Foundation · David & Kristin Van
Tassel · Gregory & Melinda Vanderbilt · Bettina & Livingston Vandewater · Vanguard Charitable Endowment · Donald & Joan
Veldkamp · Marcia Veldman & Steve Cotter · Elizabeth & P. Nicklaus Venstra · Margaret Vernon · Valerie & Roger Vetter · Gary
& Donna Via · John Vollbrecht · Vollbrecht Charitable Account · Connie von Borstel · Thomas von Geldern & Cynthia Skrukrud
Lauren von Klinggraeff · Scott Vondy · Ronald & Nancy Vos · Victor Vosen · G. H. & Carol Wagner · Rebecca Wagner & Daniel
Forsythe · Walden Asset Management · David & Jane Waldie · G. Trenholm & Susan Walker · Patricia & Samuel Walker · Robert
Wallis · Barbara Ward · Louise Warner & Clyde Gosnell · Thomas Warner · David & Teri Warners · Ken Warren & Nina Ainslie
Brian Wass · William & Judy Waugh · Richard Weaver · Carl & Virginia Webb · Suzanne Webber & William Miller · Leonard &
Margaret Weber · Robert & Judith Weeden · Marc & Kathleen Weinberger · Georgette Weir & Jean Fouere · Robert & Kim
Wemer · Steven Wernicki · Kelly & Diana Werts · Stephen & Anita Wertz · Paula Westmoreland · Frank & Helen Wewers
Family Fund · Valerie Wheeler & Peter Esainko · James White & Martha Liston · Susan & Turner White · Sandra & David
Whitmore · Wichita Falls Area Community Foundation · Amy Wildermuth & Guenevere Foster · Brook & Emily Wilke · Cynthia
Willauer · Roslyn Willett · Deborah Williamson · Gabriel Wilmoth & Catherine Walsh · David & Barbara Wilson · Dorothy
Wilson · Tom & Jan Wilson · Douglas & Carol Wingeier · Jean Withrow & James Haggerty · Bruce & Kristina Wittchen
Kathleen Wold · Charlotte & Robert Wolfe · Anthony Wolk & Lindy Delf · Mark & Pamela Woodard · George & Katharine
Woodwell · Wooster Book Company · Angus Wright · David & Rita Wristen · Bruce & Margaret Wyatt · Donna Wygle · George
& Margaret Yarnevich · Debra Young · John & Jane Young · David & Linda Zahrt · William & Dorothy Zales · Elena Zang & Alan
Hoffman · Sarette Zawadsky · Lidia & Douglas Zehr · Randall Ziglar · Robert Zimdahl · Ann Zimmerman & Dexter Eggers
David Zimmermann & Emily Marriott · David & Ann Zimrin · Anne Zinsser · Uko & Jane Zylstra · James Zynda
IN HONOR
Samuel Baird, from Mary Baird · Kirk & Peg Barrett, from Bradley & Mary Barrett · Ellen & Brenda Bjelland, James & Sharon
Buhr, Monica Townsend, and Jessica Hassler, from Vicki Voldal-Rosenau & Rodney Rosenau · Tom & Gerry Borger, from Eugene
Ford · Christopher Deren, from Nancy Deren · Nathanael Dresser, from Everett & Dorothy Ann Bullock · Tiffany Durr, from David
& Rita Wristen · Mike Freed, from Jonathan Freed · Gary Harbin, from Rae Ann Nixon · Adam Hyde, from Peter & Julie Hyde
Wes Jackson, from Susan Flader, Bruce & Mary Catherine Grant, James Hormel, Amy Horwitz & Norm Shea, Clay Marcusen,
Donald & Elvera Skokan, Jeffrey Weih · Martin & Taylor Kimm, from Michael Lubbers · Joey Knelman, from Kip Knelman
Edward Lalor, from Paula Tompkins · John Langknecht, from Jim Langknecht · Robert & Erin Lockridge, from Thomas & Karen
Wuest · Kevin Markey, from Karen Markey · Leigh Merinoff, from Martha Henkel · Allison Miller, from Diana Carlin & G. Joseph
Pierron · Bill & Cori North, from Julia Goodman · Harold Parman, from Allyson Davis · Raymond Regier, from Patrice & James
Krause · Tom & Ginger Reid, from David Reid · David Sawyer, from Suzie & Paul Koontz · Shari Szabo, from Stanley Reed
Matthew Van Dyke, from Nancy Freeze · Shuwen Wang & Carrie Carpenter, from David & Rita Wristen · David Wheaton, from
Kathleen Fisher · David Wristen, from Deborah Borek & David Jenkins, Gary Tegtmeier
MEMORIALS
Raymond Backstrom, from Sydney Backstrom · Beltemacchi & Thomas, from Steven & Dawn Schuette · Marty Bender, from
David & Rita Wristen · Anthony Bruno, from John & Dee Bruno · Strachan Donnelley, from John Hoskyns-Abrahall & Winnifred
Scherrer · Ellen Dunlap, from Gail Dunlap · Family who stuck with the land in Illinois, from Sandy Phillips · Daniel Fort, from
G. Andrew & Nan Kegley · Maynard Heckel, from David Heckel · Mitch Mathis, from Charlene Mathis · Raymnd McLain &
Edmund Connors, from Bruce & Marti Connors · Mark & Katie McManus, from Vanguard Charitable Endowment · Ralph
Schwertfeger, from Jennifer Schwertfeger · Anne Somsel, from Stephen Kobasa · Robert Tilove, from David Tilove · Doug
Tompkins, from Richard Andrus
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If the date on your label is before 7-1-15, this
is your last issue. Please renew your support.

Australian Mark Peoples talks at The Land Institute about his study of nitrogen in agriculture. This was shortly
after he and other researchers from around the world met those from The Land Institute in late 2014 to discuss
domestication of perennial grains, and how those grains might be grown with legumes to supply nitrogen. Now the
scientists have published papers. For the story about finding new crops, see page 8. For the story about intercropping, see page 16. Behind Peoples are pictures by Terry Evans of herbarium specimens. Researchers seeking candidates to make new crops could use information gathered in herbariums. Scott Bontz photo.

